People took actions to support sustainable development and address global issues.

130 000
People were trained about sustainable development, global inequalities, migrations, climate change, and more.

10 000
Young leaders, teachers, decision makers, journalists, who engaged other people and shared DEAR project messages.

16 MILLION
People took actions to support sustainable development and address global issues.

70% under 35 years old

50% under 35 years old

EU DEAR PROGRAMME IMPACT AT A GLANCE
First results of DEAR projects*

SUSTAINABLE POLICIES

SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOIRS

INSTITUTIONS WORK SUSTAINABLY

EXAMPLES OF KEY CHANGES

MEDIA INFLUENCE MIGRANT LABOUR RIGHTS
I Am European - Estonian journalist pushes legislators to better protect migrant workers' rights. Investigating human rights violations, she wins a media prize and supports foreign labourers.

EATING SUSTAINABLY
Our Food Our Future - People changed their diets and eat more sustainable food thanks to support groups organised by the project.

NEW FORESTS IN TOWN
1 Planet 4 All - Three "forest classrooms" were planted and inspired 10 more across Lisbon. The guide 'Tiny Forests for Giant Lessons' helps teaching biology, science, and more... in the woods.

This content was created with the financial support of the European Union. It is the sole responsibility of the DEAR Support Team and does not necessarily reflect the views of the EU.

* Funded under 2018 Call for Proposals

Discover more DEAR stories of change here